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CASTLES BY KOMPAN DESIGN STUDIO

The Robinia castles will give anypark 
a regal touch: the castlesare 
architecture for the play princesand 
princesses – and possibly weven
some kings and queens.With their 
scale, the Robinia Castles allow for a 
wide range ofages playing together 
and invitethe whole family for a royal 
playday.

www.KOMPAN.com 3
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ROBINIA SAND & WATER PLAY
In 2017, KOMPAN will be adding a number of new structures to its Robinia portfolio 
that are designed specifically for children’s sand and water play. The structures feature 
cranes, water-mills and other tools that children can use in their exploration of the world 
through the magic of sand and water.

Children love playing with sand and water. These two 
highly tactile ingredients are great working materials 
for the young creative mind, and contribute to children’s 
early learning, experimentation and understanding of 
the world. When they play with sand and water, children 
develop their motor skills, they learn to interact in groups, 
and their ability to concentrate grows. In short, sand and 
water play is great for children’s development.

KOMPAN takes children’s development very seriously, and 
our new line of sand and water products are designed 
to enhance children’s play experiences to the max! The 
structures come equipped with a variety of fun tools such 
as cranes, strainers and water mills, all of which give
children the things they need to explore and investigate 
even more.

www.KOMPAN.com 5
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SHIPS BY KOMPAN 
DESIGN STUDIO
The Robinia ships make a fleet of unbeatable imaginative play 
motivators. From the small challup to the huge schooner, these 
ships were crafted for play sailors with an imagination to
take them anywhere.

www.KOMPAN.com 7
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THE ORGANIC ROBINIA VILLAGE
9www.KOMPAN.com



Our new ORGANIC ROBINIA designs are inspired by the organic 
shapes of nature itself and all the uniqueness of the winding 
Robinia wood. By taking a holistic approach to creating the play 
area, we stimulate children’s interest in nature and introduce an 
understanding of nature into their lives.

Having enriched children’s play for more than 45 years, we know 
that real play value matters. Based on knowledge from our 
KOMPAN Play Institute, we make sure children get the most out of 
their time on our playgrounds, by incorporating age-appropriate 
play and child development into our designs and solutions.

To make it complete and ensure the best quality throughout the 
entire process, we have built a new, world-class factory focusing 
entirely on production of ORGANIC ROBINIA – so we are with you 
all the way from planning to installation and even offer a full 
service and maintenance package.

FROM WINDING WOODS 
- STRAIGHT TO 
PLAYGROUND FUN!
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IS IT PERFECTION?  
For now, perhaps. But we’re always  
pushing our boundaries, always eager  
to embrace change and new knowledge.  
It’s a journey we’d love to take with you!

CRAFTSMANSHIP

ARTISTIC AND PROUD CRAFTSMANSHIP  
BY THE “PLAY PEOPLE” 
Only the best is good enough for our customers and therefore 
we have built our new factory dedicated  exclusively to 
products made of Robinia wood. 

KOMPAN Robinia play equipment is the embodiment of our 
passion for superiority - quality and safety are fundamental 
parts of KOMPANs DNA. This is the only way to make sure that 
we always work with the best materials and have full control 
over production. The new facilities ensure that we meet both 
our own and our customers’ high standards. 

We only select the finest Robinia wood and use only the most 
durable heartwood in our production. And we make sure to live 
up to the highest safety standards globally. 

All our products bear the fruits of intensive scientific research 
and knowledge of child development anchored in the 
internationally recognized KOMPAN Play Institute. What’s  
more, and also unique, is that our solutions are tested and 
reviewed by age-relevant teams of children before they are 
approved for manufacturing.

KOMPAN play value is in a league of its own.

14
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AN ENVIRONMENT 
FOR A BETTER 
FUTURE
Environmentally friendly Robinia wood also has a high content of naturally 
occurring preservatives; that’s why it doesn’t need to be treated for rot in 
any way. At the same time, its dense composition makes it very resistant to 
splintering, humidity damage and water penetration.

The strength, durability and flexibility of Robinia wood also make it particu-
larly ideal for use in natural playgrounds. The beautiful grain structure, raw 
de-barked tree trunks and natural, homemade appearance demonstrate 
the allure of nature. 

When combined with the natural appearance of KOMPAN ORGANIC 
ROBINIA wood, the characteristic organic shapes and curves of the  
playhouses and structures create an exceptional visual aesthetic.

Robinia wood doesn't grow straight; its winding shapes are perfect for  
creating unique play equipment that blends in perfectly with nature or 
brings nature to an urban setting. The new KOMPAN ORGANIC ROBINIA 
designs are based on nature’s own organic shapes and the uniqueness of 
Robinia wood, giving visual and tactile authenticity to the playground.

www.KOMPAN.com 17



THE KOMPAN PHILOSOPHY
At KOMPAN we know that a playground is always more than just a playground. When 
designs really motivate play, they benefit child development. KOMPAN Playgrounds 
significantly improve health, learning and social inclusion - and all of it on children’s 
terms, in a fun and independent way.

MORE PLAY, HEALTHIER CHILDREN
100% of parents agree that outdoor play promotes health. 
When asked, children answer that more playgrounds 
could encourage them to spend more time outdoors. 
There is substantial documentation of the physical health 
benefits of play for children and teenagers – particularly 
girls – and even for adults and senior citizens. KOMPAN 
products are designed with health in mind, integrating 
the motivators that make kids and adults want to move 
and meet in play into our designs. It’s voluntary, it’s fun, it’s 
healthy - and it’s beneficial to the individual and society 
alike.

MORE PLAY, MORE EFFICIENT LEARNING
Life skills, be they motor skills, sensory skills, social skills, 
emotional skills or creative skills, are all trained voluntarily 
and in a fun way in good playgrounds - and so are 
cognitive skills. A body of research states that even when 
replacing some academic activity with outdoor activity 
and play, children end up with better average grades and 
better classroom behavior. It is a known fact that physical 
activity and play help children concentrate better in class. 
At KOMPAN we design products to make play and learn-
ing go hand in hand. It’s work for the future and it works 
for children now.

MORE PLAY, MORE SOCIAL INCLUSION
Many cities successfully use playgrounds to provide a 
unique, playful framework for social inclusion and inter- 
action. Inclusive playgrounds have proven to be diver-
sions for crime and vandalism. They unite people in 
play and they include all abilities on a common social 
ground. Universal design and inclusive play are corner-
stones of KOMPAN’s philosophy and play design. Most 
of our playground equipment offers play activities for all, 
through clear design signals and multifunctional play. In 
KOMPAN‘s view, designing for users with varying abilities 
means designing for all.

 

Uni
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e 
 P

layground  Solutions

HEALTH LEARNING

SOCIAL INCLUSION
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Much of the knowledge our products are built on comes 
from the KOMPAN Play Institute – our own in-house 
knowledge center. The KOMPAN Play Institute is an 
international network of play and child specialists who 
monitor how different trends in society influence children’s 
development and play patterns.

The institute also initiates and takes part in different 
research projects around the world, aiming to benefit 
children, teenagers and the adults who work with them by 
sharing knowledge. Our products are designed to address 
the demands of one or more of the key areas of child 
development and they can also cover specific curriculum 
requirements.  

We can blend a suitable selection of products for an 
exciting, fun play solution that matches your children’s 
particular needs perfectly. You can follow the institute’s 
work at seminars and conferences, through scholarly 
articles, and by visiting the  institute’s website at  
www.KOMPAN.com.  

The KOMPAN Play Institute compiles research from a broad 
range of academic fields, including play and health, play 
and age groups, play rights, inclusion and accessibility. 

Always eager to share knowledge, the KOMPAN Play 
Institute runs campaigns designed to increase general 
awareness, as well as documenting children’s need for 
active outdoor leisure and play facilities.

THE KOMPAN  
PLAY INSTITUTE 
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Child/User

Surroundings

Competences

Play types

Space

THE KOMPAN KEY TO  
A NATURAL PLAY EXPERIENCE
IN OUR OPINION  
Every group of playground users is unique. So is every potential playground site. Our primary goal is to ensure that each 
playground is tailored uniquely to the customer’s requirements. Our multidisciplinary team of play consultants, landscape 
designers and other experts follow a specially developed KOMPAN planning process. Working closely with the customer, we 
look at five different areas. The result is a completely original, custom-designed playground solution that provides the greatest 
possible value for the specific playground users, the site – and the customer. 

THE AREAS WE LOOK AT ARE: 
■ The children who will use the playground

■  The skills and experience the customer wants  
the playground to promote

■ The playground site and immediate surroundings

■  How the playground should be divided into  
spaces in order to support different types of play

■  What play equipment or other activities should be 
integrated into each space to expand the children’s 
experiences and stimulate their competences. Every 
choice is made taking into consideration how the 
site can best deliver the benefits that the customer 
wants for the site’s users.

20
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LET’S PLAY IT GREEN

UNTREATED  
ROBINIA WOOD

TRANSPARENT BROWN 
PIGMENTED ROBINIA

COLOR PAINTED  
ROBINIA WOOD

This option maintains the original 
glow of Robinia wood. To maintain the 
golden glow of the play equipment, all 
wooden components are painted with 
a transparent brown pigmented stain 
which highlights the wood's grain.

This option is in tune with nature. The 
de-barked tree trunks of unpreserved 
Robinia wood will get a fine grayish 
patina over time and blend in with the 
surroundings.

This is a colorful option for a unique 
play solution. This color combination, 
designed by KOMPAN, emphasizes 
certain components like steps & window 
frames. The color composition also 
strengthens the ORGANIC ROBINIA FAMILY 
concept with a uniform appearance.

www.fsc.org

FSC™C004450
The mark of Responsible Foresty

KOMPAN is fully certified in accordance with FSC™ guidelines, which means we 
can document the entire provenance of our materials and prove our commitment 
to sustainable forestry. The KOMPAN ORGANIC ROBINIA range can be ordered in 
FSC™ certified wood. The FSC aims to preserve forests through the promotion of 
responsible forestry. We are happy to provide an FSC™ certificate upon
request.

KOMPAN ORGANIC ROBINIA solutions are available both as untreated wood, 
brown pigmented (transparent stain) or with painted parts. We use an 
environmental friendly, water-based acrylic paint that meets European Standard 
EN71-3 specifying safety requirements for toys.
 

Available with FSC™ certification

www.KOMPAN.com 23
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ORGANIC ROBINIA  
ASSORTMENT
Themed play 26

Play Structures 40

Playhouses 50

Sand and water play 54

Springers 66

Seesaws 70

Table and Benches 72

Swings 76

Parcour 78

Climbing structures  
& nets 80

Balance, movement 
& cableway 82

Carousels & Spinners 89

Sunshades 90
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7’-10”5+ (5-12)NRO433:  3444 ft2

TALL CASTLE ,  X-LARGE BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

THEMED PLAY

Children like to pretend 
that they are driving or 
sailing. These products 
have exciting, manipulative 
components that ensure 
endless hours of imaginative 
play. 

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

26



7’-10”

NRO431:  

5+ (5-12)

3175 ft2

TALL CASTLE ,  LARGE BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

www.KOMPAN.com 27



NRO429:  

8’-10”

5+ (5-12)

1722 ft2

TALL CASTLE ,  MEDIUM BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

28



NRO427:  

7’-10”

5+ (5-12)

1615 ft2

TALL CASTLE ,  SMALL BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

www.KOMPAN.com 29



NRO425:  

7’-10”

5+ (5-12)

1615 ft2

CASTLE ,  LARGE BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals
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NRO423:  

NRO421:  

7’-10”

5+ (5-12)

1292 ft2

7’-10”

5+ (5-12)

915 ft2

CASTLE ,  MEDIUM BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

CASTLE ,  SMALL BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

www.KOMPAN.com 31



NRO545:  -5+ (5-12) -

PIRATE SH IP - LARGE BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

32



-

5+ (5-12)

NRO549:  

- ft2

PIRATE SH IP - X-LARGE BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

www.KOMPAN.com 33



NRO541:  

9’-1”

5+ (5-12)

969 ft2

PIRATE SH IP - MEDIUM BY KOMPAN DES IGN

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals
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NRO543:  9’-1”5+ (5-12) 969 ft2

EXPLORER SH IP - MEDIUM BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

www.KOMPAN.com 35



NRO551:  

-

5+ (5-12)

- ft2

EXPLORER SH IP - X-LARGE BY KOMPAN DES IGN STUDIO

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals
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NRO547:  

-

5+ (5-12)

- ft2

EXPLORER SH IP - LARGE BY KOMPAN DES IGN

For conceptual purposes only

Contact KOMPAN for further information and proposals

www.KOMPAN.com 37



23’-2” x 16’-9” ~ 314.3 ft23’-3” 12’-9”           2+ (2-5)NRO514:  

FOREST LAKE BOAT

38



NRO515:  

NRO517:  

NRO516:  

NRO518:  

ARA PARROT SCULPTURE OWL SCULPTURE

IGUANA SCULPTURE (OAK) L IZARDS SCULPTURE (OAK)

www.KOMPAN.com 39



This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only

30’-11” x 30’ ~ 627 ft2

 9’-10” 16’-8”                

5+ (5-12)

NRO1026:  

PLAY STRUCTURES

Endless opportunities for imaginative play…  
Robinia structures offer speed, excitement and movement, 
and a quieter space for imaginative play with friends.

Benefits: Provides levels of graduated play and activities 
that suit both boys and girls with the option of a small or 
large footprint depending on the space available.

MULT I DECK PLAY TOWER WITH BANISTER BARS

40
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This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only

30’-8” x 49’-7” ~ 947 ft29’-10”13’-8”                5+ (5-12)NRO3001:  

DOUBLE TOWER WITH VALLEY BR IDGE

41www.KOMPAN.com



23’-10” x 29’-8” ~ 502 ft26’-10”  9’-9”               

5+ (5-12)

NRO1018:  

26’-4” x 26’-1” ~ 447 ft24’-10”  12’-4”  

5+ (5-12)

NRO1019:  

PLAY TOWER WITH SL IDE & BANISTER BARS

PLAY TOWER WITH SL IDE

42



24’-1” x 25’-7” ~ 449 ft27’-3”13’-8”              

2+ (2-5)

NRO1020:  

26’-7” x 25’-7” ~ 461 ft27’-3”14’-5”                

5+ (5-12)

NRO1021:  

PLAY TOWER WITH SL IDE & DESK

PLAY TOWER WITH SL IDE & CURLY CL IMBER

www.KOMPAN.com 43



21’-7” x 34’-1” ~ 562 ft26’-4”  8’-10”                5+ (5-12)NRO1022:  

TRACK R IDE TOWER

This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only
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31’-6” x 26’-1” ~ 604 ft26’-9”12’-4”               

5+ (5-12)

NRO1023:  

30’ x 31’-10” ~ 601 ft26’-9”13’-8”                

5+ (5-12)

NRO1024:  

MULT I  DECK PLAY TOWER WITH MONKEY BAR

MULT I  DECK PLAY TOWER WITH MONKEY BAR & DESK

This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only

www.KOMPAN.com 45



34’-6” x 27’-9” ~ 628 ft27’-3”14’-5”              5+ (5-12)NRO2006:  

DOUBLE TOWER WITH SPIDER NET

This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only
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31’-8” x 34’-3” ~ 703 ft24’-10”9’-9”               

2+ (2-5)

NRO2007:  

28’-5” x 31’-3” ~ 606 ft26’-10”13’-8”             

5+ (5-12)

NRO1025:  

DOUBLE TOWER WITH DOUBLE SL IDE

MEGA DECK PLAY TOWER

This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only

www.KOMPAN.com 47



31’-4” x 40’-6” ~ 794 ft29’-10”  17’-6”              

5+ (5-12)

NRO2008:  

34’-3” x 39’ ~ 811 ft26’-10”13’-8”               

5+ (5-12)

NRO2009:  

THE WITCH ’S TOWER

DOUBLE TOWER WITH SPIDER NET AND BR IDGE

48
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47’-6” x 33’-1” ~ 901 ft27’-10”17’-6”5+ (5-12)NRO2010:  

THE WIZARD’S DOUBLE TOWER FORTRESS

This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only

www.KOMPAN.com 49



-

1’-7”    8’-6”                

2+ (2-5)

NRO407:  

PLAYHOUSES  

A playhouse is the ideal setting for 
imaginative play. Adding tables and 
benches provides a quiet place for 
role play and socializing in small 
groups.

Benefits: Develops social and 
language skills, offers a variety 
of different play types in a small 
space, welcomes young children 
and their parents and provides a 
starting point for a wide range of 
imaginative games.

FOREST SHOP

50



26’-10” x 21’-4” ~ 470 ft2

2’-11”10’-9”        

2+ (2-5)

NRO409:  

THE WIZARD’S H IDEAWAY WITH DOUBLE SL IDE

www.KOMPAN.com 51



18’ x 20’-8” ~ 310 ft21’-7”                9’-7”                2+ (2-5)NRO408:  1’-7”                

FOREST COT TAGE

This photo is shown for conceptual purposes only
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-1’-7”8’-5”                

2+ (2-5)

NRO404:  

17’-9” x 20’-8” ~ 305.7 ft21’-7”                9’-5”                

2+ (2-5)

NRO405:  

V I LLAGE SHOP

VILLAGE HOUSE

53www.KOMPAN.com 53



23’-5” x 18’-8” cm ~ 363 ft21’-7’’9’-5’’              2+ (2-5)NRO528:  

OASIS SAND HOUSE WITH DESK & CRANE

SAND AND WATERPLAY

Sand and water are two 
simple materials that feed the 
imagination and creativity of 
children of all ages. The different 
textures of sand mixed with 
water play make for hours of 
fun and creativity.

Benefits: This play activity 
develops children’s tactile sense, 
encourages interaction between 
children of all capabilities, helps 
children understand cause-and-
effect and appeals to a broad 
age group.

54



18’-4” x 16’-6” cm ~ 246 ft2-8’-2’’             

2+ (2-5)

NRO526:  

18’-2” x 14’-4” cm ~ 213 ft2-8’-2’’               

2+ (2-5)

NRO527:  

OASIS SAND HUT WITH TABLE & SEAT

OASIS SAND HUT WITH T WO TABLES

www.KOMPAN.com 55



18’-6” x 19’-2” cm ~ 306 ft20’-11’’6’-7’’                6m (6m-4)NRO522:  

TODDLER OASIS WITH FLOWER
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18’-6” x 20’-2” cm ~ 316 ft20’-11’’6’-7’’               

6m (6m-4)

NRO523:  

27’-1” x 16’-8” cm ~ 380 ft21’11’-6’’              

2+ (2-5)

NRO529:  

18’-6” x 20’-2” cm ~ 316 ft2

OASIS SAND BOAT WITH SAIL

TODDLER OASIS WITH SAND DESK

www.KOMPAN.com 57



23’-1” x 26’-5” cm ~ 481 ft22’-11’’11’-1’’2+ (2-5)NRO535:  

OASIS GRAVEL P IT

58



23’-3” x 20’-10” cm ~ 406 ft22’-11’’11’-1’’

2+ (2-10)

NRO534:  

17’-9” x 22’-10” cm ~ 319 ft21’-7’’9’-9’’              

2+ (2-10)

NRO533:  

23’-3” x 20’-10” cm ~ 406 ft2

OASIS SANDWORKS

OASIS CREATOR

www.KOMPAN.com 59



22’-5” x 16’-6” ~ 313.2 ft20’-3”3’-6”           2+ (2-5)NRO508:  

WATER CHANNEL WITH SPLASH TABLE

60



-1’-9”2’                

2+ (2-5)

NRO506:  

25’-3” x 16’-6” ~ 370.3 ft20’-7”3’-6”          

2+ (2-5)

NRO509:  

SPLASH TABLE

WATER SEESAW WITH 2 SPLASH TABLES

www.KOMPAN.com 61



14’-4” x 14’-4” ~ 172.2 ft2 - 12’-7” x 18’-7” ~ x ft2

0’-7”            - -0’-7”              2’-10”               2’-8”                 

2+ (2-5) 2+ (2-12) 2+ (2-12)

NRO507: NRO504:  NRO505:  

WATER TAP PODIUM WATER SEESAW WATER CHANNEL

62



14’ x 16’-9” ~ - 193,7 ft2

1’-7”4’-4”                

2+ (2-5)

NRO510:  

18’-4” x 18’-4” ~ - 264 ft2

1’-3” 2’-7” 

2+ (2-5)

NRO524:  

7’-4” x 7’-7” ~ - ft2

-2’-8”            

2+ (2-5)

M59305:  

SAND DESK WATER TAPEXCAVATOR

www.KOMPAN.com 63



SANDBOX SOLUT ION
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-0’-6”                  

6mo-5y

NRO502:  

-0’-11”                

6mo-5y

NRO503:  

-0’-11”              

6mo-5y

NRO501:  

EDGING (PER 2 METER) SAND PIT (PER 1  METER) SAND PIT (PER 2 METER)

www.KOMPAN.com 65



13’-7” x 14’-6” ~ 166.8 ft21’-8” 2’-3”             2+ (2-5)NRO115:  

SNAIL SPR INGER

SPRINGERS

The springer is a playground classic 
with a strong appeal for all children. 
Every springer in our range is just 
waiting for a child to unlock its 
imaginative potential.

Benefits: Easily managed 
equipment that develops the 
vestibular system and helps children 
understand cause-and-effect.

66



14’-4” x 14’-9” ~ 179.8 ft21’-8”2’-4”             

2+ (2-5)

NRO113:  

13’-7” x 14’-6” ~ 167.9 ft21’-8”2’-4”                

2+ (2-5)

NRO116:  

BEE SPR INGER

FOREST ANT SPR INGER

www.KOMPAN.com 67



13’-7” x 15’-3” ~ 176.5 ft21’-10”2’-3”               

2+ (2-5)

NRO111:  

13’-7” x 14’-4” ~ 163.6 ft21’-7”2’-3”               

2+ (2-5)

NRO112:  

DOLPHIN SPR INGER

FOREST BUG SPR INGER
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14’-9” x 13’-5” ~ 156 ft21’-7”2’-1”            

2+ (2-5)

NRO101:  

14’-11” x 13’-1” ~ 156.1 ft21’-7”2’-5”                

2+ (2-5)

NRO102:  

MULE

PONY

www.KOMPAN.com 69



13’-7” x 26’-2” ~ 318.6 ft23’-9”2’-10”             5+ (5-12)NRO105:  

SEESAW

We all know and love the seesaw; it’s a classic piece 
of playground equipment. We offer quality seesaws in 
different shapes and sizes, including the Butterfly Seesaw 
designed to ensure safe play for many children. 

Benefits: Develops children’s ability to cooperate, helps 
children understand cause-and-effect and welcomes  
more than one player.

ENTRY SEESAW FOR 2 PERSONS

70



13’-7” x 25’-2” ~ 276.6 ft23’-9”2’-10”             

5+ (5-12)

NRO106:  

16’-9” x 17’ ~ 223.9 ft21’-6”1’-6”           

5+ (5-12)

NRO104:  

MULT I  SPR INGER

ENTRY SEESAW FOR 4 PEOPLE 

www.KOMPAN.com 71



-1’-7”   1’-7”              6mo-5yNRO212:  

TABLES & BENCHES

Classic park furniture designed with 
low maintenance materials such as 
hot-dip galvanized steel and high-
quality Robinia wood.

KIDS TABLE WITH 4 S IT T ING POLES

72



-11”11”            

6mo-5y

NRO210:    

-1’-7” 1’-7”              

6mo-5y

NRO211:  

K IDS S IT T ING POLE

K IDS TABLE
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NRO215:  

PARK TABLE WITH 2 BENCHES
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NRO213:  

NRO214:  

PARK BENCH WITH BACKREST

PARK TABLE
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30’-5” x 25’-7” ~ 539 ft27’-7”9’-1”                5+ (5-12)

 

NRO911-39’-3/8”:
NRO911-47’-1/4”:

 

SWINGS

An all-time favorite for everyone. 
Swings are a popular choice 
for any playground setting. Our 
swings come in various designs 
to accommodate children of all 
ages and abilities.

Benefits: Develops a sense of 
balance and an understanding 
of cause-and-effect, encourages 
risk-taking, popular with girls and 
boys and supports social play. 

BIRD’S NEST SWING 39 ’-3/8” / 47 ’-1/4”
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31’ x 27’-5” ~ 606 ft27’-9”9’-1”                

2+ (2-12)

NRO910:  

31’ x 38’ ~ 912 ft27’-9”9’-1”              

2+ (2-12)

NRO912:  

T WO SEAT SWING

DOUBLE SWING COMBINAT ION 
WITH B IRD’S NEST 39 ’-3/8”
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52’-4” x 55’-3” ~ 1662 ft28’-11”8’-11”5+ (5-12)NRO857:  

PARCOUR 5

PARKOUR

Experiencing and discovering, organizing and 
performing, practicing and achieving, being there and 
being part of the scene, children experience all of this 
and more on the Organic Robinia parkour combinations.

Our varied line of equipment promotes independent 
discovery of abilities, strength, coordination and agility 
over various degrees of difficulty - here the world of 
varied activities becomes an urban jungle where little 
climbers can feel like real parkour runners.
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20’-1” x 26’-11” ~ 352 ft2

5’-7”5’-7”

5+ (5-12)

NRO856:  

22’-5” x 22’-5” ~ 360.6 ft2

9’-1”  9’-1”             

5+ (5-12)

NRO852:  

44’-9” x 27’-3” ~ 758.9 ft2

8’-11” 8’-11”           

5+ (5-12)

NRO854:  

PARKOUR 1 PARKOUR 2 PARKOUR 4
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26’-6” x 31’-4” ~ 657 ft29’-2”             9’-2”             5+ (5-12)NRO816:  9’-2”             

CLIMBING STRUCTURES & NETS

An excellent activity for letting loose: meet, move and 
imagine on Robinia climbing structures. Are they forts, 
ships, or magical tree houses? 
The possibilities are limitless. 

Benefits: Develops spatial-awareness, provides 
play challenges for a range of ages and abilities.

S IX-S IDED CL IMBING STRUC TURE
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16’-7” x 18’-11” ~ 251.9 ft2

4’-7”           4’-7”           

5+ (5-12)

NRO812:  

13’-6” x 19’-7” ~ 221.7 ft2

6’-10”           6’-10”           

5+ (5-12) 

NRO829:  

UP AND OVER NET T WISTED NET

20’-10” x 22’-2” ~ 389.7 ft2

8’-6”           8’-6”           

5+ (5-12)

NRO813:  

CL IMBING NET
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20’-2” x 16’-1” ~ 286.3 ft2

3’-7”               3’-7”               

5+ (5-12)

NRO806:  

BALANCE, MOVEMENT 
& CABLEWAY

Children love a challenge that 
involves balancing. Practicing 
balancing skills improves 
children’s self-confidence and 
spatial-awareness. For a thrilling 
experience, take a ride on the 
80-foot-long cableway.

Benefits: Stimulates the sense of 
balance, challenges concentration 
skills and basic motor skills, appeals 
to a broad age group.

ST I LTS
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 15’-6” x 19’-1” = 236.8 ft21’-1”            1’-1”            

5+ (5-12)

NRO820:  

12’-6” x 22’-2” ~ 247.6 ft21’-6”             1’-6”             

5+ (5-12)

NRO802:  

WATERL I L I ES BALANCE POST - 5 PCS

S INGLE BALANCE BEAM
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19’-7” x 28’-1” ~ 356.3 ft22’-0”              2’-0”              

5+ (5-12)

NRO803:  

19’-7” x 36’-8” ~ 465 ft22’-0”            2’-0”              

5+ (5-12)

NRO804:  

DOUBLE BALANCE BEAM

TRIPLE BALANCE BEAM
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12’-6” x 16’-2” ~ 171.1 ft2 14’-3” x 19’-4” ~ 213.1 ft2 14’-3” x 23’ ~ 258.3 ft2

4’-3”      4’-11”                4’-11”  4’-3”                4’-11”                4’-11”                

5+ (5-12) 5+ (5-12) 5+ (5-12)

NRO807:  NRO808:  NRO809:  

S INGLE SOMERSAULT DOUBLE SOMERSAULT TR IPLE SOMERSAULT
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13’-8” x 19’-6” ~ 218.5 ft2

8’-6”  8’-6”                

5+ (5-12)

NRO817:  

BALANCE POLES
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13’-9” x 19’-4” ~ 215.3 ft28’-6”                8’-6”                

5+ (5-12)

NRO811:  

16’-2” x 21’-5” ~ 314.3 ft23’-3”  3’-3”              

5+ (5-12)

NRO831: 

ROPE BR IDGE

BALANCE NET
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21’-10” x 120’-11” ~ 1128.9 ft23’-3”   11’-3”              5+ (5-12)NRO801:  

CABLEWAY FOR NATURAL INCL INES 
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2’-0”1’-6”

5+ (5-12)

NRO110:

13’-8” x 13’-7” ~ 146.4 ft2

CAROUSELS & SPINNERS

Children can’t get enough of the 
sensation of speed and spinning. Our 
range contains both carousels and 
spinning products.

Benefits: Develops sense of balance 
and cause-and-effect, provides 
unique experiences only found 
on a playground. A guaranteed 
success with children.

SPINNER PLATE
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9’-10” x 9’-10” x 9’-10”

9’-10” x 9’-10” 

RO000004:  

RO000006:

13’-1” x 13’-1” x 13’-1”

13’-1” x 13’-1”

3’-11” x 13’-1”

RO000005:

RO000007:

RO000009:
11’-2”                          

RO000001:  

14’-5”                     

RO000002:  

SUNSHADE WITH F I T T INGSPOST FOR SUNSHADE
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100%100%100%
ROBINIAROBINIAROBINIA

15 15 15 yearyearyearwarrantywarrantywarranty

   only   only   only   only   only   only

20 days
20 days
20 days

 15 years warranty 
 100% Robinia wood  
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ROBINIA WOOD
Robinia wood is ideal for designing natural-looking 
playgrounds. It’s almost as if nature created Robinia 
wood just for this purpose! Robinia is categorized as a 
hardwood that can survive in an outdoor environment 
for many years without any chemical treatment. It has 
excellent mechanical strength and a natural resistance to 
fungi and insects. 

PRODUCT DESIGN 
Every Robinia trunk has a unique form. So for each 
product, KOMPAN carefully selects individual trunks 
and combines them with organically shaped panels, 
roofs and activities to create playgrounds that blend 
in beautifully with nature. Our play structures are 
assembled with specially designed steel hardware for 
optimum durability and to ensure the safest play.

CRACKS & REPAIR
Wood is a living material. Changing weather conditions 
(wet/dry - hot/cold) mean that cracks will inevitably 
appear over time. Although some cracks will close by 
themselves, major cracks will need to be repaired in 
accordance with a fixed set of instructions. KOMPAN  
can supply a special kit for this purpose. 

INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE 
Playgrounds must be inspected and maintained 
regularly in accordance with the KOMPAN maintenance 
manual. KOMPAN offers a service agreement to ensure 
your Robinia playground continues to be a safe play 
environment. 

SPARE PARTS & WARRANTY 
All items can be replaced with original KOMPAN parts. 
Replacement Robinia wood components are supplied 
semi-fabricated. In some cases the wood needs to be 
customized on site to fit the specific item to be replaced.

…KOMPAN offers a full  
service agreement for  
your Robinia playground

CARING FOR YOUR  
ROBINIA PRODUCTS
Even the best Robinia wood in the world needs proper care...
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QUALITY 
GUARANTEED
A playground is only as good as its  
materials. The KOMPAN warranty is our 
promise to you that we will stand behind  
the equipment we sell and be there to  
support you. For the Robinia series, we  
offer a warranty of:
 
2 YEARS against malfunctions due to  
material or production defects on movable 
plastic and metal parts.

5 YEARS against failure due to material  
or production defects on resin coated 
plywood plates, other painted metal parts, 
springs and ball bearing assemblies, other 
rope and net constructions, concrete  
elements. 

10 YEARS against failure due to material  
or production defects on all HPL floors and 
panels, galvanized and aluminum metal 
parts with painted top layer, other galva- 
nized metal parts, other stainless steel 
parts, Corocord rope, “S” clamps of stain-
less steel, solid plastic parts, hollow plastic 
parts, non-painted metal parts, engineered 
timber and Robinia wood.

1. WARRANTY COVERAGE
This warranty applies to KOMPAN’s products for the time 
periods described for each product type below and with 
the limitations described in this warranty. The warranty 
period applies from the date of purchase by the first 
customer. This warranty covers only defects in materials. 
KOMPAN’s liability under this warranty is limited to repair 
or replacement of defective products, without charge, at 
KOMPAN’s discretion. Defective electronic components 
will be delivered and changed by a KOMPAN ICON  
Professional installer free of charge.

2. WARRANTY APPLIES ONLY IF PRODUCTS 
HAVE BEEN PROPERLY INSTALLED AND 
MAINTAINED
The warranty only applies if KOMPAN’s products have 
been installed according to the instructions provided 
by KOMPAN, and maintained correctly according to the 
KOMPAN Maintenance Manual. The warranty for ICON 
electrical components is dependent on those products 
being installed by an ICON trained and approved  
installer.

3. NO COVERAGE FOR ACCIDENTS, WEAR, TEAR, 
COSMETIC ISSUES, MISUSE OR VANDALISM
This warranty does not cover any damage caused by ac-
cident, improper care, negligence, normal wear and tear, 
surface corrosion on metal parts, discolored surfaces and 

other cosmetic issues or failures due to misuse or vandal-
ism. Natural changes in wood over time are considered 
cosmetic issues and are not covered.

4. PRODUCTS INSTALLED NEAR WATER 
Products installed in direct contact with chlorinated water 
or saltwater (Waterparks), or products installed with 
occasional contact with such water or installed so close 
to the shore that they are subjected to salt spray are not 
covered by the KOMPAN warranty for any defects caused 
by corrosion. 
Products installed in coastal areas, within 200 meters of 
the shore, will only be covered by the warranty for half 
the period of the standard product warranty in relation to 
defects caused by corrosion. KOMPAN’s lifetime warranty 
if applicable is limited to a 10-year warranty in relation to 
such products. 

5. THIRD PARTY SUPPLIED PRODUCTS  
& SERVICES
KOMPAN provides non-KOMPAN branded products and 
installation services performed by certified third party 
suppliers. This general KOMPAN warranty does not apply 
to such non-KOMPAN branded products and installation 
services, which may carry their own warranties. KOMPAN 
will pass on information about such warranties where 
possible.

A PLAYGROUND IS ONLY AS 
GOOD AS IT IS RELIABLE

CARING FOR YOUR  
ROBINIA PRODUCTS
Even the best Robinia wood in the world needs proper care...
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ORGANIC ROBINIA CUSTOM OPTIONS
The KOMPAN CASE department can provide custom configurations of the new play structures

■   Change activities on standard designs

■   Add, change or remove the roof

■   Add or remove towers

■   FSC™ variants

All modules can be used 
for custom designs.

If required, plastic slides  
are also an option.

CASE = CUSTOMIZED AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
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NEW ORGANIC ROBINIA FACTORY
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www.KOMPAN.com

The idea behind KOMPAN Robinia represents a new way of designing playgrounds. By taking a 
unique, holistic approach to creating a play area, we stimulate children’s interest in nature and 
introduce an understanding of nature into their lives. Visit our website for information and ideas. 
You’ll also find a catalog request page and local contact details on our site.  

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT ROBINIA

KOMPAN USA & CANADA

KOMPAN, Inc.  
821 Grand Avenue Parkway  
Pflugerville, TX 78660 
Phone: 800-426-9788 
Fax: 866-943-6254  
Email: contact@KOMPAN.com 
www.KOMPAN.com

KOMPAN, Inc.
930 Broadway
Tacoma, WA 98402
Phone: 800-426-9788
Fax: 866-943-6254
Email: contact@KOMPAN.com
www.KOMPAN.com

 




